Flag Football Playoff Brackets 2016

Please note that the football playoff schedules are subject to changed based on the potential for the men's and women's varsity teams to host home playoff games. We will inform teams ASAP if we lose any field time, but please implore your teams to remain flexible.
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The team listed on top of each matchup will be considered the HOME team and should wear dark shirts. The team listed on the bottom of each matchup should wear WHITE shirts.
The team listed on top of each matchup will be considered the HOME team and should wear dark shirts. The team listed on the bottom of each matchup should wear WHITE shirts.

In Co-Rec "A", the top four seeds will advance automatically. Additional seeds will advance only if there is a tie for the fourth seed position (i.e. if there were a 3-way tie for 4th, all three teams would advance)
The team listed on top of each matchup will be considered the HOME team and should wear dark shirts. The team listed on the bottom of each matchup should wear WHITE shirts.